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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 04/19/2024

Description 2024 Heartland Cyclone 4006, Heartland Cyclone toy hauler 4006 highlights: Loft
Dual Entry Doors Bath and a Half Front Master Suite Outside Refrigerator ?
Everyone will have a comfortable place to sit in this toy hauler with the dual
opposing theater seating slides and the third theater seating across from the 50"
LCD HDTV! The 3,000 lb. weather resistant 8' ramp door makes it easy to load
your toys into the 13' garage, and your guest can make this their bedroom at
night. Here, you'll find an electric queen bed with a split bench seat/bed
underneath, a half bath, plus a loft. There is even washer and dryer prep for wash
day!?The kitchen includes plenty of countertop space to prepare your best home
cooked meals, or you can head outside to cook on the outdoor Grill N Chill three
burner griddle combo! ? Satisfy your wanderlust with a Heartland Cyclone fifth
wheel toy hauler! You won't have to sacrifice any luxury either with indulgent
features like the king bedroom suite with an exclusive East to West bed tilt
system with 30% more floor space,? Stor-Mor three-sided access to the basement
with 30% more storage capacity, and Step Caddy folding patio step for better
stability as you enter or exit the patio. The industry first Grill and Go 25" residential
pull out 3 burner griddle combo comes on models with an exterior kitchen for an
easier cooking experience. Full height shaker cabinetry provides 25% more
storage space so you can bring more camping necessities with you. If you like to
dry camp longer then you will appreciate the industry's largest 150 gallons fresh
water tanks . Come find the perfect model for you today!
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Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 21143086
VIN Number: 35020-21143086
Condition: New
Length: 44
Slideouts: 3

Item address , Seffner, Florida, United States
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